# Agenda

## Theme

**Welcome and introduction: Towards zero emissions**  
Sunita Narain, *Director General, Centre for Science and Environment*

**Is India prepared for acceleration?**  
Anumita Roychowdhury, *Executive Director, Centre for Science and Environment*

## Panel discussion

**What will be the winning trajectories to attain scale and speed of vehicle electrification?**  
S Sinha, *Adviser, Niti Aayog*

**Electrification Policy for ground level transformation – Lessons from Delhi**  
Jasmine Shah, *Vice Chairman, Delhi Dialogue and Development Commission*

**Two-wheelers: Opportunity for ambitious scale with an eco-system approach**  
Nilay Chandra, *Director, Marketing, Public Relations and Charging Infrastructure, Ather Energy*

**Shared mobility and opportunities for rapid electrification**  
BC Dutta, *Vice President, Corporate Affairs, Ola Electric*

**Innovative models to expand EV Charging Network**  
Maxson Lewis, *Managing Director, Magenta Power*

## Q&A